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Do I ask a question during the presentation?

Perceived norm: Perception of what is typical or desirable in your
community, and the extent to which this is changing

Changing perceived norms is a time-honored tradition in social
psychology for changing behavior
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Social Norm messaging for social change

“Research from 2016 found that 73% of surveyed Americans
exercised at least three times per week. This has increased from
71% in 2015.”
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“Research from 2016 found that 73% of surveyed Americans
exercised at least three times per week. // This has increased from
71% in 2015.”

“Research from 2016 found that 44% of surveyed Americans
exercised at least three times per week. // This has increased from
40% in 2015”
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Social proof

I Individuals will determine appropriate behavior for themselves
by examining the behavior of others, especially similar others
(Goldstein et al, 2008)

I Beyond simple mimicry
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Norms interventions as nudges
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Nudge meta-analysis: Della Vigna and Linos, 2022



A media experiment in Rwanda

What changed? Norms, and behaviors–not personal opinion
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Effects of Rwandan hate radio

Yanagawiza-Drott, 2014



Social proof

I Norms are not static statistics in our heads: they are
hypotheses repeatedly tested against observations.

I Social reality testing: an ongoing, dynamic process of
observing and generating behavior and opinion in our groups.
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I A rich history of social norm research takes into account
social reality testing

I Development of interventions accounting for social
reality testing has not continued apace
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Beyond norms as information

I Interventions based on processes of social reality testing
in groups will be more effective (Prentice & Paluck, 2021)

I These interventions will be much more varied than
informational norms or “norm nudges”
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Norm interventions that target social reality testing

Preview:

1. Group networks

2. Group discussion

3. Institutional decisions
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(1) Networks



Social reality testing in networks

Who do we pay attention to, when we are learning social norms?
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Paluck & Shepherd, 2012



Social Referents



Social Referents

Widely known Clique leader



Paluck, Shepherd, & Aronow, 2016

56 middle schools, 24,369 students



Social referent intervention
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Norms shift



Disciplinary cases fall



Social reality testing in networks

We do social reality testing through observation of group members.

Intervention logic: change what people see in their network (target
according to where the most attention goes)



(2) Group discussion



Social reality testing in group discussions

What kind of discussions help people update their impression of
the norm?
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Schroeder & Prentice, 1998

I Strong perceived norms promoting excessive alcohol
consumption on campus

I Substantial misgivings about excessive drinking expressed by
the majority of students

I Convene groups of students to discuss: Individual
thoughts on drinking vs. Pluralistic ignorance about
drinking
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Drinking is reduced among those who discussed pluralistic
ignorance



Bursztyn, González, & Yanagizawa-Drott, 2020

I Strong perceived norms prohibiting women from working
outside the home in Saudia Arabia

I Vast majority of young married men privately support women
working

I Convene groups of young married men from same
neighborhoods, reveal true preferences
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Wives of men who correctly perceive the norm go to work
3-5 months later:



Social reality testing in group discussion

Group discussion can puncture the illusion that norms have
universal support (weaken a norm)

Intervention logic: Discuss with community members affected by
the norm, support speaking out against the norm



(3) Institiutional decisions



Social reality testing with institutions

Do legitimate, representative institutions influence social norms for
the group through their decisions?
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Why would institutions shape norm perception?

Individuals perceive that. . .
I Institutions represent groups

I Institutions react to groups
I Institutions are experts

I Also: Insitutions are highly visible
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Supreme Court decisions: Tankard & Paluck, 2017

I US Supreme court decision on same-sex marriage (Obergefell
v. Hodges)

I Will ruling change perceived norms of support for gay
marriage in the U.S.?

I Compare to personal attitudes



Panel survey from March to July 2015. . .

I Norm: “To what extent do you think Americans oppose or
support gay marriage?”

I Norm: “To what extent do you think that support for gay
marriage will or will not increase in the United States in the
future?”

I Personal attitudes: “To what extent do you oppose or support
gay marriage?”; Feeling thermometer
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Results



SCOTUS ruling on Abortion: Dobbs

What happens when the institution
goes against the majority of the
public?

Chelsey Clark
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SCOTUS ruling on Abortion: Dobbs



Perception of Norms

Morality: “To what extent do you think that people in America are
morally opposed to abortion?”

Accessibility: “To what extent do you believe that people in
America disagree or agree that a woman should continue to be
able to have an abortion legally?”

Clark & Paluck, 2022; Clark et al., 2023



Perception of Norms - Morality
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Social reality testing: Public reactions to SCOTUS
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and over media)
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Recovering the group foundations of social norms

I Social reality testing: Norms are hypotheses repeatedly tested
against our observations of our groups.

I There are many interventions that capitalize on social reality
testing–they involve group networks, discussions, and
institutions

I Interventions accounting for social reality testing will be
more complex than informational norm treatments–but
more effective
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